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A JOURNEY IN A
WONDROUS WORLD
A CREAKIDS WORKSHOP

THE PROJECT IS LOCATED IN ONE OF THE MULTICULTURAL NEIGHBORHOODS OF BRUSSELS (KUREGEM). OVER 80
NATIONALITIES ARE CONCENTRATED IN A VERY SMALL, DENSE AND DEPRIVED AREA OF THE CITY. THE PROJECT
INVOLVES CHILDREN AGED SEVEN TO TWELVE ALONG WITH YOUTH WORKERS. THE TRAINING OF THE YOUTH
WORKERS HAS A MULTIPLYING EFFECT, FEEDING INTO SCHOOLS AND YOUTH ORGANIZATIONS. THE PROJECT,
BASED ON WORKSHOPS RUNNING DURING CHILDREN’S FREE TIME, ALLOWS PARTICIPANTS TO DEVELOP THEIR
IT, LANGUAGE AND MEDIA PRODUCTION SKILLS WHILE THEY ARE ENGAGED IN A CREATIVE PROCESS.
CREAKIDS MIXES SELF-EXPRESSION, MEDIA STORYTELLING, IT AND ARTWORK, OPENING THE CHILDREN TO
NEW WAYS OF EXPRESSION AND CITIZENSHIP. WHAT ALSO MAKES THIS PROJECT RELEVANT IS THE APPROACH
WHEREBY THE LEARNING PROCESS IS AS IMPORTANT AS THE FINAL GOAL. THROUGH SHORT FILMS, PHOTOS,
CLIPS, DIGITAL COMICS, GAMES, ROBOTS AND OTHER IT MEDIA, THE CREAKIDS PROJECTS SUCCEEDS IN CREATING AN INTEGRATED EDUCATIONAL AND CREATIVE DYNAMIC. (PATRICK VERNIERS)

PROJECT SUMMARY

related handiwork. During the course of
3-4 weeks, they learn and experiment with
one specific toolset or software. For example, kids can design their own flipbook,
with themselves in the lead role, make a

TV documentary on waste and garbage in
their neighborhood, or sketch a Prezi presentation with their work of the previous
year. Every month we offer the workshop
with a new theme or technique. The workshop is led by an experienced instructor
and an instructor-in-training who is part
of our two-year apprenticeship program.
AIMS: With the workshops we want to empower children to experience the joy of
successfully creating a digital project of
their own design that ties into a greater
perspective of active citizenship with social and educational relevance, e.g. arts education. We also want to offer a safe learning environment for our youth workers to
develop their leadership skills and digital
competences.
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Creakids is a creative IT workshop that
takes place every Wednesday afternoon at
KureghemNet. Children aged 7 to 12 come
to create films, photos, clips, digital comics, games, robots, or other IT or media-

TARGET GROUP(S): children aged 7 to 12 that
live in or nearby the neighborhood and go
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to a Dutch-speaking school, usually from a children often takes away the fear of ‘not
migrant community
daring to make mistakes’.
MEDIA: in the different workshops different Recruiting is done through neighboring
media are used: film, Internet, photo, au- schools and outdoor street festivities. The
dio, recycled computers, etc
workshops are free of charge and partly
subsidized by the Flemish community in
METHOD: creative media education where Brussels. The children need to buy a memthe process is as important as the result
bership card to participate, which costs €2
for a whole year.
DURATION OF THE PROJECT: ongoing – every
Wednesday afternoon (excluding school METHOD(S)
holidays), one new project per month
The workshops are a mix of content and
tech; content in each area is thus chosen
RESOURCES NEEDED: one experienced in- with care and attention to detail. Since
structor and one or two youth leaders (in we promote active citizenship we usually
training)
propose a topic with social or educational
relevance about which we want to know
DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT
their opinion or through which they can
Creakids is a creative IT workshop that express themselves. Of course all topics are
takes place every Wednesday afternoon. It adapted to children
is a digital playground, a media laboratory and their interests.
By focusing on one project every month, the children learn
for children, and a training center for youth This can vary from
to work towards a finished product within a relatively short period.
workers. Within the safety of the walls of (un)healthy food to
This motivates them tremendously and enhances their self-esteem.
KureghemNet we can experiment with new ‘what it means to be
software and new activities. For the youth a hero’. Similarly, we
leaders in training it is an ideal first experi- think about what medium to tackle each to get creative juices flowing and to develence, after which they can propose a similar month (creating a newspaper, a rap song, a op ideas. Children also get ample opporactivity in schools or youth clubs.
digital story, and so on) that fits the topic. tunities to discover, experiment and make
mistakes. At KureghemNet, we believe the
By focusing on one project every month, The prime motivator for the children to learning process is just as important as the
the children learn to work towards a fin- engage in a workshop is interest in the final goal.
ished product within a relatively short pe- proposed topic. For example, they want
riod. This motivates them tremendously to show other people what should be done The workshops change from month to
and enhances their self-esteem. The work- to improve their neighborhood or to con- month, but a detailed description of ‘The
shops also focus on ‘new’ technologies as a vince you there should be a beautiful prin- Paintings Film’ will give a better insight
means to produce creative content, rather cess from the future who comes to solace into the methods.
than simply consuming it. The children lonely grandmothers. While focusing on
create a film instead of watching one. They their story, the children acquire both valu- ADDITIONAL DESCRIPTION OF
develop a game instead of just playing one. able IT skills and soft skills in a safe and ONE DAY OR PART OF THE PROJECT
fun environment.
‘ON A JOURNEY IN A WONDROUS WORLD’
The activities are held in Dutch, which
A.K.A. ‘THE PAINTINGS FILM’
is seldom the first language of the chil- The youth leaders always have pedagogic This was a project of Creakids in May 2012.
dren (or the youth workers), but it is the objectives in mind when they prepare the The result can be found at Maks’s Vimeo
language they have to use at school. The workshop. Although the learning process page: http://vimeo.com/49021553 (see ‘or‘hobby’ environment of KureghemNet is mostly holistic and non-formal, the chil- ganization’ section below for details about
stimulates a language acquisition that is dren are guided through the steps neces- Maks). We successfully repeated the workradically different from what they encoun- sary to reach their goal. Since we also hold shop in a school context with 18 kids in a
ter at school. It is the fun in doing that pro- intrinsic motivation in high regard, we small classroom in March 2013. The methmotes the learning. For our trainers who work very dialogistically. Brainstorming odology here described is a best mix of
are learning the language, working with and storytelling techniques are often used both workshops.
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WHY THIS PARTICULAR WORKSHOP?
or because they were landscapes or porour multimedia trainers at the end.
u We wanted arts education as a main theme.
traits, and so on.
u The children watched their movie tou The youth workers in training wanted to u We introduced them to the green screen
gether. They laughed about mistakes
learn to work with our new green screen.
technique by first showing an example
or because it made them nervous to see
u Since part of the magic of the green
and explaining how they would walk into
themselves on screen, but mostly they
screen is being ‘transported’ into anthe paintings, how they could replace
beamed with pride.
other world, we wanted to exploit that.
parts of paintings (e.g. only their face on
u Working with photos as a backdrop is
some painted body), etc. For some kids (AUDIOVISUAL) MATERIAL
technically easier than using film. From
this remained an abstract idea until they u Videocamera (Canon XM2)on stable tria pedagogic point of view, it seemed that
started experimenting and filming thempod (Manfrotto)
working with still images would be more
selves in the set-up. Some basic editing ex- u Green screen: green canvas with frame
manageable for the children, yet still alercise on their own gave them an insight
(large enough to avoid potential technilow for endless creative possibilities.
into what the final result would look like.
cal problems)
u The idea of working with paintings
And it was a lot of fun!
u Enough space for set-up (if outdoors,
quickly emerged through brainstorming, u From the total of 40 paintings, the chilwatch out for shadows and wind; if inand it tied in well with our ideas about
dren selected a few to tell a story: some
doors, preferably some extra spotlights
arts education: we could let them walk
because they liked them so much, some
on each side, which we didn’t have at the
through the history of pictorial art …
because they fitted their storyline best.
time)
u What art would we choose? Would those
Sometimes group scenes were created u Green fabric to cover objects (table,
paintings trigger the fantasy of our group?
and little working groups were formed.
chairs) or body parts
Would they want to work with ‘old-fashEach child chose the painting he or she u Children should NOT wear green clothioned’ and ‘outdated’ material? Our soluliked best to appear in. They let their
ing (it causes them to disappear into the
tion: We preselected a series of world-faimagination run wild in terms of how
background)
mous paintings and then smuggled them
they would appear in them.
u Some props
into some screenshots of Pac-Man and u The children filmed their friends in front u Microphone and boom pole for sound
Super Mario.
of the green screen. They acted out scecapture
u PC with Gimp for cutting the paintings
into layers
Brainstorming and storytelling techniques are often used to get creative juices flowing and
u Some laptops or PCs with Adobe Preto develop ideas. Children also get ample opportunities to discover, experiment and make mistakes.
miere Elements for editing. We usually
work with open-source or free software
METHODOLOGY AND PROCESS
narios that would fit the chosen backto enable children to continue at home or
u We collected 40 jpeg images in one folddrop, with props and extra green screens.
in our open hours, but we have not found
er, to be projected onto a big screen.
u Some of the images were already prea good enough alternative to the chroma
u We made postcard-sized cards of all of
cut into different layers. Other paintkey filter of Adobe. Luckily Adobe offers
the paintings: black and white on colorings were manipulated by the youth
us educational prices.
ed cardboard
workers during the project. Although
u First, we showed the canvases to the
most of our Creakids are able to do basic WHAT YOU SHOULD
children and engaged them in conversaphoto-editing in Gimp (learned in oth- PAY SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
tion. We asked what they thought they
er KureghemNet workshops), we opted In general, the most difficult part is findrepresented, or if they knew something
not to include that aspect in the limited ing the balance between moments when
about them. Did they recognize the arttimeframe of this project so we could the children have to concentrate and when
work or know who had created it? We
focus on the green screen technique.
they can play freely. Also the manner in
asked children how they liked the art- u Editing was done by the children older which those are woven together matters,
work and provided them with interestthan nine, who worked in pairs or in e.g. renaming ‘tag’ as ‘eliminate the coming context, clarifications and facts.
small groups. The children picked the puter virus’ enhances the magic.
u We showed them the pictures in nonmusic they wanted with their story
chronological, thematic order. We did
from a royalty free-website, and credits With an approach adapted to the needs
this because similar subjects or elements
and titles were typed up and put in by of each participant and a lot of technical
were shown in the paintings, because
the younger children. The general as- issues to consider, we find that one multiwe could contrast or complement genres
sembly and final editing was done by media trainer is required for four children.
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Good contact and communication with
parents is very important. This ranges
from dialogue on how their child is
doing, to practical communication about
start and end times of the activities and
attendance rate. Every drop-off and pickup moment is an opportunity to talk to the
parents and to involve them.

for a full month, but this is difficult for
some. Parents do not always see the workshop as such, but rather as a cheap daycare option that they can use whenever
they feel like it. This poses problems for
the continuity of a project.

WHAT DIFFICULTIES
WERE ENCOUNTERED
IMPLEMENTING THE PROJECT?

We have a lot of French-speaking children
coming in for our ‘open computer house’
and they cannot participate in this Dutchlanguage project because of funding issues. Due to political reasons money for
cultural or educational projects in Belgium
is allotted according to language community. This does not make things easier for a
Brussels organization.

The group is very diverse in terms of age.
We are considering focusing on one age
group or dividing the group into a section
for 7-9 year-olds and a section for 10-12
year-olds.

WHAT COULD BE IMPROVED

Ample room to play is a serious problem
in our current location. We don’t have
enough room to play outside and not all of
the computer rooms are equipped for children. This has led to broken tripods and
minor fights. We are still looking for solutions that would better suit the needs of
the project, yet still take into account the
fact that a lot of children participating live
within walking distance, and that moving
to another location would prevent some of
them from coming.

Next year, we want to include an outing
every month, e.g. visiting an animal shelter, interviewing famous soccer players,
visiting a neighboring organization to
plant a mini garden, etc. This happened
sporadically, but was highly successful.
The input is more varied and personal.
Watching (even a fun cartoon) video on recycling is not as exciting as a local collector
explaining how garbage is sorted. Children
get to broaden their horizons and learn a
lot of social skills. It will take up more time
Regular attendance is a stumbling block to travel, but we consider it well worth the
every year. We encourage children to come time and effort.

INFORMATION ABOUT
THE ORGANIZATION
THAT RUNS THE PROJECT
Maks and its project KureghemNet
are situated in one of the most
deprived neighborhoods of Brussels,
named Kuregem. Most inhabitants here come from an immigrant
background. Within a population of
about 25,000 spread over just 2 km²,
there are over 80 different nationalities. Both the unemployment
and illiteracy rates are high. In 2013
youth unemployment increased to
an alarming 50 per cent. Average income is under €700 a month, which
is half of the average in Brussels.
Worsening the situation is a general
lack of decent housing. It is against
this backdrop that KureghemNet
offers an open IT learning center
where people can take low-cost
courses or workshops tailored to
their needs. Keeping barriers as low
as possible, people are encouraged to
expand their digital skills to actively
participate in the 21st century. It’s
the aim of Maks to facilitate social
mobility by fighting digital illiteracy
on all levels.
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LED BY:
Maks vzw (KureghemNet)
PARTNER(S):
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CONTACT PERSON:
Veronique De Leener
EMAIL: maksvzw@maksvzw.be
WEBSITE: www.kureghemnet.be
and www.maksvzw.be
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